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LEADERSHIP IS INTENTIONAL INFLUENCE
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Societal - Trust
Marked Trust
Organizational Trust
Relationship Trust
Self Trust

The currency of leadership is trust

The best leaders inspire change and catalyze action
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”Culture eats strategy for breakfast!”
Peter Drucker

The leader is the
CULTURAL ARCHITECT
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Five disciplines in Self-Leadership
• Establish your Personal
Missionstatement
• First things first – Morning Quiet time
• Reflect
• Refocus
• Prioritize

Personal Missionstatement
•
•
•
•
•

Vision
Identity
Values
Convictions
Gifting and strenghts

Eks. Personal Missionstatement:
Connecting lives to
Value
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Passion

Purpose

Destiny

Daily Quiet Time
•
•
•
•
•
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Worship
Conviction and Confession
Thanksgiving
Shaped by Scripture
Commitment and Comission

Blessed is the one who does not walk in step with the wicked
or stand in the way that sinners take or sit in the company of mockers,
but whose delight is in the law of the LORD, and who meditates on his law day
and night. That person is like a tree planted by streams of water,
which yields its fruit in season and whose leaf does not wither—
whatever they do prospers.
Psalm 1:1-3

Reflect
• What have I noticed that the Lord has
done that I celebrate?
• How have I been used by Him to glorify
Him?
• What is the Lord speaking to me about
who I am?
• What is the Lord teaching me about
Himself and His character
• What is the measure of value that the Lord
has given those that I will meet today?
• Why again did I sign up to…. Connect lives
to value, passion, purpose and destiny?
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Refocus
• Personal Missionstatement
• Purpose and goals
• Fruits
• Steward my giftings
• Values and priorities
• What is important?
• What really matters?
• How will I exercise loving obedience?
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Prioritize
•
•
•
•
•
•
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What achieve?
Hva is less important?
Hva er is most important?
What activity?
Which resources?
The Leader’ matrix

The leadersmatrix - how the best prioritizes
Important

1

2

DO

PLAN
Not urgent

Urgent

3

Haster
ikke/mindre

DELEGATE

4
ELIMINATE

Not important

Source: Stephen Covey

Reflection and Commitment: Disciplines
• Individual reflection (8 min)
• Choose a discipline that you will implement in
your own self-leadership

FIVE DISCIPLINES IN SELF-LEADERSHIP
•
•
•
•
•
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Establish your Personal Missionstatement
First things first – Morning Quiet time
Reflect
Refocus
Prioritize

• Why this discipline?
• Describe what it looks like when you practice this
mindset.

• How will you get started?
• What is the first step you will take?

Five Mindsets in Self-Leadership
•
•
•
•

The Father is always at work
Strength is found in vulnarability
Humility and Service
Seek first to understand, then to
be understood
• Challenge assumed constraints

The Father is always at work
• Represents a shift in mindset and
expectation – we assume that the Father is
already at work in the lives of whoever we
meet.

• At every moment we are stepping into
Kingdom activity, and are invited to lay our
hands on what the Father is doing.
• Key questions:
• What do I discern that the Father is doing right
now?
• What is He asking me to do/how does He want
me to pray to release Kingdom purpose right
no?
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Jesus said to them, “My Father is always at his work to this very day, and I too
am working.” “Very truly I tell you, the Son can do nothing by himself; he can do
only what he sees his Father doing, because whatever the Father does the Son
also does.20For the Father loves the Son and shows him all he does.
John 5:18-19

Strength is found in vulnarability

Vulnerability is the last thing I want you to see in me,
but the first thing I look for in you.
Brené Brown
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Humility and Service

If serving is below you,
leadership is beyond you.
Bishop Dale C Bronner

• Humility is thinking the truth about
yourself, aknowledging both your
weaknesses and your strengths

• Serv(ice) = To serve
• The fast track’en to a culture of value and
honor is a leader who authentically cares
for her/his followers, and who models this
through servant leadership.
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Seek first to understand, then to be understood
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Challenge assumed constraints
• An assumed constraint is a belief, based on past
experience, that limits current and future
experience.
• Ex. The wise man and the shackled birds
• Ex. We have tried this before, and it didn’t work….
• Ex. Why bother, they never listen anyway…

Kilde: Blanchard, Fowler, Hawkins
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Reflection and Commitment: Mindset
• Individual reflection (8 min)

• FIVE MINDSETS FOR SELF-LEADERSHIP
•
•
•
•
•
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The Father is always at work
Strength is found in vulnarability
Humility and Service
Seek first to understand, then to be understood
Challenge assumed constraints

• Choose a mindset that you will implement in your
own self-leadership
• Why this mindset?
• Describe what it looks like when you practice this
mindset.
• How will you get started?
• What i the first step you will take?

Today I’m stepping across the line. I’m tired of waffling and I’m finished with wavering. I’ve made my choice, and my decision is irrevocable.
I’m going God’s way. There’s no turning back now!!
I will live the rest of my life serving God’s purposes with God’s people on God’s planet for God’s glory.
I will use my life to celebrate His presence, cultivate His character, fellowship with His family, demonstrate His love, and communicate His
word.
Since my past has been forgiven, and I have a purpose for living, and a home waiting in heaven; I refuse to waste any more time or energy
on shallow living, petty thinking, trivial talking, careless doing, useless regretting, hurtful resenting, or needless worrying. Instead I will
magnify the Lord, grow in maturity, serve in ministry, and fulfill the purposes He has for me.

Because this life is preparation for the next; I will value worship over wealth, “we” over “me”, character over comfort, service over status,
and people over position, possessions, or pleasures.
I know what matters most, and I’ll give it all I’ve got. I’ll do the best I can with what I have for Christ today.
I won’t be captivated by culture, demoralized by critics, driven by the need for praise, frustrated by problems, overcome by temptations, or
intimidated by the devil.

I’ll keep running the race with my eyes on the goal, not on the sidelines or those running by me. When times get tough, and I get tired; I
won’t back up, back off, back down, back out, or backslide. I’ll just keep pressing forward by God’s grace.
I’m Spirit-filled, grace-driven, and mission-focused; so I won’t be bought, I will not be compromised, and I shall not quit until I have finished
the race.
To my Lord and Savior Jesus Christ; I say: Whenever, wherever, and whatever You ask me to do, my answer in advance is yes!! Wherever you
lead, whatever the cost; I’m ready. Anytime. Anywhere. Anyway.
I am change in His pocket, and He may spend me in whichever way that pleases Him!
Connecting lives to…

Value

Passion

Purpose

Destiny

